
Nidhi Sinha was already Director of Public Communications and Government affairs at
one of the top 4 consulting companies in the country. She worked with the C-Suite as
a trusted advisor daily.   Nidhi wanted both the title and salary that went with a C-Suite
role. When she announced to management this desire, they thought the timeline was
too aggressive.
 
I introduced her to my MAP METHOD.

Step 1 Interview six Chief Marketing Officers who currently hold the position. Shortlist the
top six traits of a modern day CMO. 

The list included "Strategic" and "Analytical" and "Ear to the ground on trends"

Step 2 Once she had her list of 6 traits, we went back in her career and found a story that
mapped to each trait. What was a time she demonstrated she was "strategic" or "analytical"
or "had market insight?" 

Step 3:  Share three things she learned as a result of having gone through that story. Three
things she learned about being "strategic" today.

Step 4: She presented each story to a group, including me. We offered feedback and notes
for improvement.

Step 5: She asked for lunch with her CEO to make the business case for her promotion, using
the stories. 
 
The last week of July, Nidhi got the promotion to an even bigger role than she had pitched
for. She was in the C-Suite with a 10% salary bump. She attributed her success to the public
speaking coaching inside the Mastermind, the accountability from the monthly calls, and the
coaching on how to 'make the ask' were key. Otherwise, she would have kicked the can
down the road, and maybe never lobbied for the promotion.

Nidhi asked management for a promotion to the C-Suite
by July. Management didn't agree with the timeline.
Using our "MAP METHOD," she got the promotion by
her own timeline and an even bigger role.
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You are SO INVESTED in me. 

It's truly empowering to be
around you.

You are amazing and you've 
changed me for the better.

 

BCG Sponsored her participation the Mastermind
2022

Benefits One

Learned to make the business case for a promotion to
the C-Suite using my framework. Made the ask to the
CEO.

Benefits Two

Got the promotion from Director to global head of
Communications

Benefits Three

As Nidhi builds a team and her own culture, BCG
sponsored her participation in the Mastermind 2023

Benefits Four

B E N E F I T S

Video testimonial


